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OP-ED FROM MRC STUDENT COALITION MEMBER: “I WAS SMITTEN”
When I first visited Seattle University,
admissions told me to look into the
Humanities for Leadership program. I
wanted to understandpeople and their
actions by studying the intersections
ofphilosophy, politics, history, gender,
public policy, and so much more. The
major seemed to have everything that
I wanted and more. I was smitten with
not having to take the University’s Core
Curriculum, specializing in whatever I
chose, and having multiple internships
throughout my undergraduate career.
It took me a long time (too long) to
realize that this major was far from
what I wanted, needed, or deserved.
This delayed reaction was in part
because of MRC s elitist attitude. A
self-proclaimed“experimental” college,
MRC has positioned itself as existing
beyond the purviewand constraints of
the rest of the university.
In my mind, the college was
revolutionary while the university
was antiquated.
The next two years were defined by
my desire to achieve Matteo Riccis
standard of elite academia, study and
cultivate leadership skills, and excel
in rigorous classroom environments,
where the professors demanded our
very best.
I fully believed that professors
made students cry so they could
realize the gravity and importance of
the curriculum and the classroom. I
believed that the sexually and racially
charged jokes and comments, light
years behind the benchmark for
‘political correctness’, could be excused
because these professors were gifted
andbrilliant. I believed that people who
did not succeed in the major were not
trying hard enough.
(Left) A small crowd ofstudents and faculty came to witness statements made in front ofAcademic Assembly (Middle) The altars are filled with images ofpowerful
women ofcolor and inspirational messages. (Right) Erik Olsenfrom the College ofArts & Sciences leads the Academic Assembly discussions, (pg 11-13)
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At first, I believed that the classical
and Eurocentric curriculum was the
most important. WhenI started to feel
that the classes weremissing something,
I told myself that the classics were the
building blocks and the mostrich and
pertinent classes were still to come.
When I saw people that I love be
emotionally drained and mentally
disconnected from our classes, my
heart broke. All of my fervent denial
started to fester and turn into wariness,
frustration, and outright disbelief. What
were we studying? Why did professors
treat their students likethis? Howhard
would it be to take a global approach
to humanities and leadership studies?
What year were we in—1916 or 2016?
As stated earlier, the Matteo Ricci
core replaces the University core
curriculum (UCOR). Although this is
marketed as one ofMRC’s strengths, it
essentially strips away the promise of
a liberal arts education and binds the
humanities students to their college.
For the mostpart, the humanities core
classes don’t equally transfer to the
University core. If a student decided
to transfer out of Matteo Ricci after
their sophomoreyear to pursue another
major, they would have to startmostof
their core requirements from scratch.
At a deeper level, the core fails to
prepare students for today’s world.
The core does not engage philosophical
discourses on critical race theory
(Lorde, bell, Mills, Bonilla-Silva,
Leonardo), global decolonizing
methodology (Tuhiwai Smith, Fanon,
Said) or queerand trans studies (Butler,
Smith, Cohen, Munoz), making any
future coursework in leadership and
teaching studies exceptionally shallow.
For my major-specific classes, we
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studied more of the same. Thucydides
and Machiavelli, Hobbes and Locke,
Dante and Goethe. We leapt straight
fromthe Western-European classics into
normative organizational culture and
theory. We took Discernment classes
that emphasized an individualistic
sense of choice and autonomy for all
students, regardless of social identity.
Other sources for leadership theory
came from books written by white
men in the Harvard Business School,
a theatre class, and a public speaking
course in which the professor told a
student ofcolor from San Jose thather
style of speaking was “too urban.”
By now, claiming that this curriculum
was damaging, erasing, boring, and
insignificant should not be hard
to believe.
Students have voiced concern about
classroom climate and curricula
centering the white, male narratives
since at least 2006. In my experience,
many professors and administrators
respond by claiming that the quarter
system is simply too short to cover
everything, or that academic texts
from the “rest of the world” do not
exist in quantity or quality from these
time periods.
The flaws ofMatteo Ricci College are
incredibly clear when analyzed by this
quote from C.W. Mills, an esteemed
Jamaican-American philosopher and
social theorist. Mills developed a theory
called the Racial Contract, a much
needed refocusing of Locke’s social
contract.Mills claims that humans have
been raised in a highly racialized society
with specific rules ofengagement. Cited
in Zeus Leonardo’s The Souls of White
Folks, Mills writes:
Thus on matters related to race,
the Racial Contract prescribes for its
signatories an invertedepistemology, an
epistemology ofignorance, a particular
pattern of localizedand global cognitive
dysfunctions (which are psychologically
and socially functional), producing
the ironic outcome that whites will in
general be unable to understand the
world they themselves have made.
AsMills explains, white people will go
to incredibleends to justify not talking
about race. How does one explain water
to a fish? How do we teach educated
white people about white education?
How many students evaluations do we
write and meetings do we have and
testimonies do we share before our
professors and administrators realize
that they are fallible?
I am a white woman, and this
whitewashed curriculum damages
me. I am wary that my experience
post-graduation will reveal the friction
between our broken world and the
education I never received. Like an
open sore, I will feel it smart and sting
every time it is exposed to a reactive
element, reminding me that it has
not healed.
I often find myself dreaming of
what this education could have been
and wondering if newer students
will benefit from the classroom
conversations and texts that are yet to
come. I maintain, perhaps naively so,
that the culture, climate, curriculum
and relationships within Matteo Ricci
can lead to liberation. Ifand when that
day comes, students can be sure that
they are graduating with the ability to
pursue a more justand humane world.
—Mara Silvers, MRC student &
Coalition member
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Shelby Barnes
Staff Writer
FORMER SEATAC CITY MANAGER MOTIVES
QUESTIONED-In a report released by the Seattle
Times, former SeaTac City Manager James Payne
asked the staff geographic information systems
coordinator to create a map that specified the
location of Sunni and Shiite Muslim residents that
lived in the greater Seattle area. Payne explained
that the motive behind this map was to address
the rising concerns of terrorism. This idea never
gained momentum, considering that the census
data that Payne intended to locate Muslims with
doesn’t collect religious information. In light of
this development, Payne, after less than three
months, resigned on April 6, giving little time
before the findings of this case became public.
MILLENNIALS ON MARRIAGE-in a census
analysis recently released by the Pew Research
Center, adults between the ages of 18-34 are more
likely to live with a parent than a significant other.
Millennials have been found to be getting married
later in life than previous generations, and to also
be slower in setting up their own households.
Though it is not harmful, grown children who
continue to have a presence within theirparents’
home will more likely struggle to take the steps
necessary to transition into adulthood. Among
the millennials, those from a more disadvantaged
background have been found to most likely fall
into this trend.
NEWS
GENTRIFICATION IN NYC TO DISPLACE NOT
ONLY HUMANS, BUT WILD ANIMALS-ihe
neighborhoods ofNew YorkCityhave experienced
an increase in deaths among the hundreds of cat
colonies that occupy the city. The volunteers that
have been caring for these feral cats have grown
suspicious, believing that their deaths are due to
the ongoing gentrification. The redevelopment of
the run down areas of New York has resulted in a
real estate boom. With these newly modernized
buildings filling with new tenants, the increase
in rat traps placed outside these buildings along
with now limited roosting areas for colonies has
given room for these volunteers to believe these
factors all contribute to the decline in feral cat
populations. Whether a rise of awareness of these
feral cats’ struggle will help, it is with the further
gentrification of these neighborhoods that the
future ofthese cat colonies will be revealed.
CHARLESTON SHOOTER FACES DEATH
PENALTY-Dylann S. Roof, the shooter
responsible for the nine deaths at the Charleston,
S.C. church shooting last year, will face two death
penalty trials according to a statement released
by the U.S. Justice Department on Tuesday. The
department claimed that they will seek out his
execution considering the nature of and harm
created by the crime. Along with the department’s
pursuit, prosecutors found nine aggravating
factors that strengthen the case against Roof.
No date for Roof’s trial has been made, but it is
believed that his court trial will begin in January
of 2017.
CANDIDATES ATTEMPT TO UNITE THEIR
INDIVIDUAL PARTIES-Hillary Clinton faces
a loss in state polls as she continues to struggle
to unify the Democratic Party. Donald Trump,
despite previous doubts, has managed to unify
his party into one, getting support from his
fellow republicans. Trump’s rise in the polls isn’t
a surprise, since it is common for those who win
their party’s nomination to bring their party’s
base together. With the race running close
together, Clinton will be given the opportunity
to widen the gap by possibly gaining Sen. Bernie
Sanders’ supporters. Clinton’s goal in unifying
the party will rely on her ability to successfully
appeal to the young, liberal supporters that unify
behind Sanders.
RUMORS OF TAIPEI ZOO PANDA DEATH PROVEN
FALSE-Of the two pandas meant to represent a
bond between Taiwan and China, one reportedly
died early last week. The Taipei Zoo in Taiwan has
since released a photo of its panda posing next to
recent newspapers to prove it is still alive and well.
The reportedly dead panda was one of two given
to Taiwan by China in 2008 as a symbol of unity
between the countries. Chinese media sites have
since apologized for spreading the false death
rumors.
Shelby can be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com.
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SOME SAY NEW LIFTING POLICIES DON’T CENTER STUDENT EXPERIENCES
Les Tobias
Volunteer Writer
For Olympic-style lifters at Seattle
University’s Eisiminger Fitness
Center, there is now a louderemphasis
on being quieter when it comes to
heavy lifts.
“From 2011 til about six months
ago we were able to lift and drop the
weights,” David Chow said, a graduate
student in Nonprofit Leadership.
As a long time student lifter, Chow
was taken aback by the new attitude
toward the lifting community. Despite
Chow’s regular presence at Eisiminger,
the change came without warning.
Andrew Innes has lifted at
Eisiminger since 2009, and echoed
Chow’s sentiments.
“I’m not aware of any dialogue
between UREC staff and gym users
prior to the change,” he said. Innes
feels the move is not only unfair, but
also unprecedented. “In fact, the use
of the equipment for Olympic-style
weightlifting seemed encouraged.”
Both believe UREC is targeting
specific athletes and have an agenda
to remove these athletes’ access to
the facilities. Chow said he believes
the policy change is discriminatory
against people of color in particular,
and that many of his peers have said
they feel isolated by the rule.
Director of UREC Dion Wade
explained to Chow that this
was not the case. He said recent
equipment damage and the platform’s
proximity to the entrance were the
major concerns.
“I do believe that as the first activity
seen when coming into the facility,
people with basic, or no knowledge of
fitness can be intimidatedby the noise
and technical skill of full Olympic
Lifting,” Wade said. After reviewing
similar policies around the country,
they made changes with a goal of
being more inclusive.
Chow is half Chinese and believes
the opposite occurred. He said
those from Asia and Pacific Islands
were unfairly marginalized by
recent changes.
“The lifters I lift with, we’re brown
people, and so to be told that the first
thing people see is intimidating...I
don’t think we should be reinforcing
labels that we’re trying to identify and
tease apart here at Seattle University.”
UREC denies any motives based
on race, and instead points towards
growing concerns about the
atmosphere around the platforms.
“It’s really about having them do a
little modification in the lifts so we
can manage our equipment, and just
create an environment that’s positive
for everybody in the university
community,” Wade said.
Both Chow and Innes see it
differently, and insist more is at play
with the decision.
“There is a certain amount of irony
for a facility whose marketing motto
is, ‘How Do U Rec?’ to be discouraging
users from working out in specific
ways,” Innes said.
Wade says this is not the case,
insisting his staff had fielded
comments about excessive noise and
disruptive activity for months before
taking action.
“We regularly overheard members
complaining about the dropping of
the weights and the intimidating
environment,” wrote Samantha
Griffin, Assistant Director of UREC
for Eisiminger. “On one specific
occasion a member came in, saw the
strength floor, and asked if it was a
male facility only.”
Griffin states patrons welcome
the new feel; one person even made
a point to tell UREC directly how
they felt.
“He said that the atmosphere and
the energy in the fitness center has
totally changed. He loves coming to
the fitness center again,” Griffin said.
Support for the decision has not
done much to silence Chow, Innes
and others. For them, the lack of
dialogue is a concern, and worthy of
critical review.
“This is a student development
issue,” Chow said. “There was a
giant missed opportunity to have a
conversation about what this space is,
and what it means to different people,
and that didn’t happen.”
Liam Geisler sets the bar down. CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
Vice President of Student
Development Michele Murray
reiterated UREC’s message about the
policy change. She insists the desired
outcome only pertains to style, and
not the exercise itself.
“Olympic-style power lifting has not
been banned from the fitness center,”
she wrote in response. “There is a way
for power lifters to lower their weights
safely without dropping them, and
they have been encouraged to do so.”
Despite this emphasis, Chow
and Innes feel such perspectives,
fail to address the concerns of their
community, and fall short ofproviding
a student-centered experience.
“The fitness center was a safe space
to be ourselves. We never worried
about what people thought of us
inside that space,” Chow said.
Now, he and Innes feel it’s time
MAY 25. 2016
to organize.
“I think the best outcome is a
dedicated room for those activities,”
Innes said. “UREC should be doing
everything in theirpower to encourage
people to stay active in whatever way
they choose.”
Moving forward, if they decide
to approach UREC with alternative
solutions, Wade says they’ll be open to
discussing a realistic compromise.
“I want to make sure that students
feel likethey’re heard, and that we have
the interest of all students at hand,”
Wade said. “I also want everyone to
understand that we’re doing all of
these little things to provide the space
for all students to be included.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN JOHN POPKO ENTERS NEW CHAPTER
Tess Riski
Staff Writer
John Popko’s office is tucked away like
a book perched on the top shelf of the
stack, hidden from everyday view—-
the kind ofbook only librariansknow
how to find. It’s on the sixth floor of
the Lemieux Library, or what the
University Librarian describes as the
“jewel ofthe crown.”
Come July, Popko will descend the
spiral staircase of his encyclopedic
fortress and end his 22 years as
UniversityLibrarian.
Popko spent the first half of his
career as Serials Librarian and then
Head of Cataloguing at University
of Missouri.
“I was getting tired of the carpet in
the library,” Popko said, joking about
his reason for leaving.
In 1994, he transitioned to
Seattle U.
During his 22 years of leadership,
Popko was an instrumental player
in Lemieux Library’s renovations.
He says that he was a “co-project-
manager” of sorts.
The planning stage of the ten-year
renovation process began in 2000. In
2010, Popko was able to see his vision
fullyrealized.
“I think the most accurate term is
probably exhilaration,” Popko said of
the first time he saw the completed
renovations. “It was an extremely
exciting, collaborative experience
for me.”
The renovations were not limited
to new carpet and paint; the entire
building was gutted. At the end of the
ten-yearprocess, Lemieux became the
library that it is today.
“What I take away is this long,
historical process of evolution and
becoming. And I really appreciate the
opportunity to have been a part of
that,” Popko said.
As the University Librarian, Popko
serves on the Dean’s Council, working
closely with Provost Isiaah Crawford.
“He’s got a great attention to detail,
he’s got a wry sense of humor, he
makes me laugh, and we just really
enjoy working with one another,”
6 NEWS
Crawford said.
The two have worked together for
the past eight years.
“I think he’s a gentle soul—he treats
everyone
with great respect and care.
And I think he’s a patient man as well,”
Crawford said.
When Popko was a child, he
dreamed about being several things,
including a detective, a forest ranger
and an archaeologist.
“Now more recently, I’ve wanted to
be a weatherman on TVT Popko said
with laughter.
Lynn Deeken is the Director of
Public Services and Coordinator of
the Learning Commons. She spoke
of Popko’s attention to detail and his
ability to analyze critical situations.
Deeken recalled when Popko
interviewedher in 2008.
“He asks such great questions. Like,
really good! And hard, on your feet,
not just the standard ‘tell me about
yourself’ or ‘answer this scenario’
question, or whatever those things can
be,” Deeken said. “It’s a memorable
hour, and I still remember some of the
questions he asked me.”
As for Popko’s legacy: “Clearly, a
strong commitment to excellence,”
Crawford said.
Stepping down from his leadership
position after two decades makes
Popko feel an array of emotions.
“It’s an interesting combination of
anticipation for my future, but a kind
of melancholy over leaving this place,”
Popko said.
In July, Popko will embark on his
next adventure: he and his wife are
moving to Corrales, New Mexico,
a village on the northwest tip of
Albuquerque.
“There’s lots of places in New
Mexico that are sublime and sacred
and mysterious and it’ll be a ball to
take the train up to Santa Fe for Indian
Market or Spanish Market. It’ll be nice
to drive up to Taos, explore parts of
New Mexico that we haven’t seen yet,”
Popko said.
As for the next steps in the process,
“I’m going to take a deep breath. I’m
going to take another deep breath.
Believe it or not, I actuallyhope I have
John Popko PHOTO VIA SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
time to read,” Popko said.
Popko intends to finally read the
magazines he’s been subscribing to
for years, including The Economist,
The New Yorker, and The New York
Review of Books. He’s also excited to
read author V.S. Naipaul.
“He [Naipaul] made this comment
somewhere in there that most great
literature can’t be appreciated when
you’re young. That, we make a mistake
if we expect high school sophomores
to keep up with and understand
“Crime and Punishment,” or even
lesser works than that,” Popko said.
“I’m looking to go back to reading
some things that I’ve read in the past
that I might not have appreciated.”
Popko is also itching to dig into
his collection of several hundred
baseball books.
“Somewhere between baseball
and Shakespeare, I’ll find my
reading groove.”
The university plans to form a
committee and hire a firm to assist
in the search for Popko’s successor.
A celebration of Popko’s retirement
will be held on Thursday, June 2 from
3:30-5 p.m. in the Lemieux Library
Faculty Lounge.
Tess may be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
RHA CONSIDERS GENDER INCLUSIVE HOUSING
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
Discussions about gender inclusivity
at Seattle University have been on the
rise in recent years. Most recently, the
Residence Hall Association (RHA)
has begun to push for gender inclusive
housing on campus. The movement
toward gender inclusive housing
started with outreach through a survey
on Facebook aimed at exploring
student opinions on the topic.
Gender inclusive housing is an
option that would allow students to
choose to live with other students
regardless of their sex assigned at birth
or their genderidentity. The movement
centers people who identify as gender
nonconforming, transgender orwithin
the queer community, and would be
open to every student no matter how
they identify.
Student feedback has driven RHA’s
movement regarding the current
process for non-binary students being
assigned to housing. Currently, if
students wish to change their housing
assignment based on gender, they
have to initiate the change and are
accommodated on a case-by-case
basis. Some students must live in
single rooms, which are more costly.
Tucker Price, the RHA Vice President
and National Communications
Coordinator, said that some of the
feedbackhe received in the surveysaid
that some students—particularly non-
binary students or students of other
identities—felt more comfortable
living off-campus because their needs
were not easily met in the housing
selection process.
“[Our goal is] providing a better
housing experience for students
with different identities than [those]
that have been looked at in the past
by housing, and being able to make
sure people are comfortable in their
rooms,” Price said.
With the discussion of gender
inclusive housing, RHA aims to focus
on creating options thatallow students
to find more easily housing that they
are comfortable with. The association
also hopes to advocate for Seattle Us
diverse student body.
“Our three pillars are recognition,
advocacy and programming, and I
know a lot of us had felt that one area
that we had not been living up to as
much was our advocacy,” Price said.
The movement is still in its early
stages of development, and the
first step is to hear from the Seattle
U community and get a sense of
who would be interested in the
addition of gender inclusive housing.
Before posting the survey, RHA
entered discussions with the Office
of Multicultural Affairs (OMA),
the Triangle Club and housing
administration.
So far, feedback through the survey
has been mostly positive. Out of 203
responses on the survey, 138 people
said that they would be interested in
gender inclusive housing. Out of these
participants, 83 percent of responses
agree or strongly agree with the
statement that there should be gender
inclusive housing.
Anna Maria Gassen, a freshman
pre-science major, agreed that the
gender inclusive housing change is a
positive direction to take.
“I think it would be really awesome
and really important to have some
kind of gender inclusive housing or
some kind of way for people to meet
other non-binary or trans people so
that they feel safer,” Gassen said.
The movement is still in the first
stages of development, so discussion
on how gender inclusive housing
would be implemented is still
underway. There is discussion about
an option for a learning community
based in gender identity, where there
would be one or a few floors dedicated
to gender inclusive housing.
“It would definitely raise awareness
that there is a population on campus
that is asking for this,” said Co-
President of the Triangle Club Cody
Ireland, referring to the option for a
learning community.
Gender inclusive housing could
also mean having the housing option
to live with other students regardless
of their gender identity and allow
students to just choose this option on
the housing application,
Seattle U wouldn’t be the first
university to create gender inclusive
housing on campus. The University
of San Francisco, also a private Jesuit
institution, allows student to apply on
the housing application to be entered
into a lottery for a room in the gender
inclusive housing community.
"[Our goal is] providing a better
housing experience for students with
different identities than [those] that
have been looked at in the past by
housing, and being able to make sure
people are comfortable in theirrooms."
—RHAVice President and National
Communications Coordinator, Tucker Price
May 25. 2016 i
If RHA determines that there is a
need for gender inclusive housing on
campus, their goal is to implement it
for the incomingclass of 2017-2018.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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“I DON’T SEE YELLOW”
Kayla Ramirez
Volunteer Writer
At the ‘“I Don’t See Yellow’ and
Other Excuses to Marginalize API
Minorities” event, juniors Jenna
Shinsato and Emily Kawahigashi aim
to provide a safe space for members of
the Asian and Pacific Islander (API)
community at Seattle University to
share experiences.
“I think my main goal is to validate
those experiences for people [who]
don’t really know what they’re feeling
or what’s going on and why they feel
marginalized,” Shinsato said. Shinsato
and Kawahigashi are co-organizers of
the event.
According to the Facebook event
page, the program will open with a
video, student speakers, and small
group discussions. Topics to be
discussed include intersectionality,
stereotypes, feeling silenced in
classrooms and the language necessary
to articulate these issues.
“There’s a lack of students
knowing the language, so when
it comes to microaggressions and
intersectionality, it’s hard to identify
those kind of things if you don’tknow
exactly what they are,” Kawahigashi
said. “I think it’s something we should
know a lot earlier in our college career
or even high school. We just wanted
to host this as a way to bring that
language around to other people who
might not be aware of it.”
Shinsato mirrored Kawahigashi’s
comments.
“To contextualize something,
you have to be able to articulate it,”
Shinsato said, “...there are key words
that really solidify what it means to
have those experiences...Because
there’s the word ‘microaggressions,’ all
those experiences can be encompassed
in one term.”
The organizers and junior Clarissa
Jovellanos agree that not all members
of the API community have the same
experience. Jovellanos, who is also a
member of the United Filipino Club
on campus, is one of the selected
student panelists.
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“I believe it’s important to share
NEWS
stories of those whose voices are
typically lost within the American
society. Events such as this help put
faces to stories. Once we hear that
our peers or someone we know are
going through struggles, it encourages
us to recognize and support them,”
Jovellanos said. “We all have our own
narrative. We may not completely
understand another person’s
experience, but we can still learn and
be in solidarity with them.”
Panelists have the freedom to bring
up relevant topics of their experiences
and
encourage
attendees to participate
in group discussions. When asked if
people outside the API community
are able to attend, Shinsato and
Kawahigashi said all people are
welcome. Though the event is geared
toward API minorities, non-API
people of color and white people may
be able to learn from an informational
standpoint, and become more aware
of what’s happening on campus.
“For younger students, I want to
reach out to them because I wish
someone reached out to me and told
me what it was like to be a minority
and that it was okay that I was Asian
and that it was okaythat I wasn’t white,
"1 BELIEVE IT'S IMPORTANT TO SHAlE
STORIES OF IHOSE WHOSE VOICES ARE
TYPICALLY LOST WITHIN THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY. EVENTS SUCH AS THIS HELP PUT FACES
TO STORIES. ONCE WE HEAR THAT OUR PEERS
OR SOMEONE WE KNOW ARE GOING THROUGH
STRUGGLES, IT ENCOURAGES LIS TO RECOGNIZE
ANDSUPPORTTHEM."
—Clarissa jovellanos, juniorat
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY \
EVENT MATCHES WORDS TO EXPERIENCES
and be proud of it,” Shinsato said.
Shinsato and Kawahigashi’s long-
term goal is to turn this single event
into a series this coming school year
in the fall. Subsequent sessions would
narrow in on specific topics.
“We want to do a faculty-based one
where the faculty [members] who
feel uncomfortable discussing can
explain what it’s like to be on Seattle
University’s campus,” Shinsato said. “I
want something to change. I want the
API andall minoritiesto be recognized
by the administration here.”
Kawahigashi said that she is looking
forward to discussions where people
can truly express themselves in a
meaningful way.
“...Or how they felt as if this
university has empowered them
in some way or another and they
found support groups, and what
shape those things take so then you
can see what’s working for students,
what’s supporting them and what
maybe is a little lacking,” Kawahigashi
said. “From there, we can move
on, looking at how those things
can be fixed whether it’s between
students, dialogue with the school,
proposals, etc.”
Attendees are encouraged to come
with open minds to better facilitate
the unpacking of these subjects.
“I look forward to this,event because
it will be a great experience to hear the
stories of my fellow classmates and
colleagues as well as have a dialogue of
these topics with the SU community
in a safe environment. I hope that this
event will spark interest and critical
thinking in people,” Jovellanos said.
Taking into account reception
and feedback, this meeting will
be the first step in Shinsato and
Kawahigashi’s project to focus more
on student experiences thanlectures in
a classroom.
Shinsato and Kawahigashi will be
leading this discussion-based event
in partnership with the Office of
Multicultural Affairs on Wednesday,
May25 in Pigott 203 at 6 p.m.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
TENT CITY PROPOSED TO RETURN TO SEATTLE U
Paige Wolfe
Volunteer Writer
A problem as common as it is
misunderstood, homelessness
continues to be an issue in Seattle.
Despite efforts made by Seatde city
government,there is still tremendous
work to be done. Poll results from
this year’s most recent election show
that 60 percent of Seattle University’s
student body strongly agree, or agree
that the Student Government of
Seattle University (SGSU) should take
steps toward hosting another tent city.
This is not the first time Seattle U has
done this, and recently plenty of other
institutions have been inspired by
the idea.
Even though tent cities are not a
permanent place for residents to stay,
they do provide safer alternatives for
those who have none. Seattle U hosted
Tent City in 2005, while Seattle Pacific
University hosted Tent City during
the 2012 and 2015 winter quarters.
Now, the University of Washington is
considering the possibility of hosting
a tent city during the winter quarter
of 2017.
Sally Reid, director of regional and
communityrelations for UW, said that
Seattle U has played a part in their
decision making.
“Seattle University faculty and staff
have been so generous with their
time and advice. I don’t think we’d be
this far in our consideration without
their help,” Reid said. “It means a lot
to be able to ask questions about what
worked well and not so well when SU
hosted tent camps.”
Paul DeWater, Vice President of
University Affairs for SGSU, said the
most important part of understanding
tent camps is understanding the
mission they live by.
“They are self-governed, they have a
strong set of rules in the encampment,
and they are very responsible. That
shows that the members in the camps
assure they treat their site with respect
and care,” DeWater said.
DeWater said many within the
school helped make it a successful
experience. The College of Nursing
administered physicals, Albers School
of Business hosted financial seminars,
and Seattle U’s School ofLaw educated
Tent City members about their rights
as homeless citizens in the city.
When Tent City 3, the roving
homeless encampment, moved from
El Centro de la Raza community
center on Beacon Hill to Seattle U’s
tennis courts on Jan. 29, 2005, there
was very little opposition.
Associate Director for Support
Operations for Seattle U’s Public
Safety Craig Birklid remembers how
the movement had a lot of support.
Birklid commented on the other non-
organized homeless camps that are
along 1-5 between South Dearborn
Street and Lucije Street.
“There was a lot of fear around this
idea when it was proposed, and the
stories around it were connected to the
Jungle by Beacon Hill, but that was not
the case with these [groups] of people,
not even close to the experience we
had,” he said. “SU students and staff
regularly served meals, it was a good
opportunity for those people to get
good nutritious food without having
to travel too far in the city.”
Stereotypes of people experiencing
homelessness are widely used to
justifywhy they should remain on the
streets.
“They were there to try and be
successful, they were not interested
in being out in the street or an unsafe
space, and for them working together
to create a community in a safe way
was really important,” Birklid said. “A
lot of them had jobs they went to and
came back at the end of the day. You
almost have to create a safe place for
folks to live—most people often take
that for granted that we can close our
doorat the end of the night.”
According to freshman
environmental science major Vincent
Mai, it is good that Seattle U seeks to
may 25. 2016
create an opportunity for those who
have no safe place to live.
“It is nice to see that the school
is giving a place for others to feel
welcomed and safe. I think that it
sends a message to what this school
cares about.”
This summer and fall, SGSU will
begin creating proposal about how
Seattle U can be more engaged with
this issue. Validating other people’s
experiences is important, DeWater
said, adding that “our work here is
not done.”
Taking actions by exploring this
idea remains a priority, and SGSU is
thinking of how they can integrate
this issue into next year’s curriculum.
DeWater said that the “CommonText”
is one viable option of how to engage
more students, and also says that
once the decision is made, students
should expect to see some changes the
following school year.
“SU has an opportunity to engage
with its mission, and help spread
values of justice and service within its
community,” DeWater said.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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DEAD WEEK BY ACADEMIC QUARTER
HOROSCOPES
H GEMINI Vn VIRGO SA SAGITTARIUS U PISCES
5/22-6/21 iff 8/23-9/22 11/22-12/21 * » 2/20-3/20
Seeking recognition will backfire this Get ready to jump on the opportunity This rain is a metaphor for something Make time to thank your mentors
week. train! Choo choo! private. this week. It'll be mutually beneficial
CANCER XL LIBRA X CAPRICORN V* ARIES
6/22-7/22 m* 9/23-10/22 12/22-1/20 I 3/21-4/20
Stop jumping to conclusions: it's Generally speaking, you'll be slightly Don't stop febreezing. Hang in there, things are about to
actually better than it seems. fiscally successful this week. get worse (but you'll end up fine).
<Q LEO Vi SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS
Cx 7/23-8/22 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 (_) 4/21-5/21
Your opinion is less important this You're closer than you think to You are about to undergo major Keep a journal. Old-you will want to
week; take time to listen to others. making it. shifts in your life. read about this week.
FALL QUARTER
(studying is hard but
we will be successful
one day probably.)
& ETC...
(let's just get out of here because summer!)
SPRING QUARTER
(everything is horrible
and I haven’t seen the
sun in five months.)
MANDYRUSCH • THE SPECTATOR
WINTER QUARTER
THE 10
10 BANDS WE WANT TO SEE
AT QUADSTOCK NEXT YEAR
Sundborg and the Jesuits
o The Spectator
Fathe(R) Kelly
OCreedence CrawfordRevival
o Old Dead White Guys
o Macklemore
o Dean*sync
0 The Bellarmine Boys
0 Michael Jordan and theBill of Funk
A Stacy's Mom
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SUPPORT FOR THE MRC STUDENT COALITION GROWS
MRC Student Coalition members and other students attend Academic Assembly on Monday. NICK TURNER · THE SPECTATOR
Jenna Ramsey
News Editor
Jason Bono
News & Managing Editor
Additionalreporting by:
Melissa Lin
Editor in Chief
On Monday, day 13 of their sit-
in protest at the Casey Building,
the Matteo Ricci College Student
Coalition testified in front of
Academic Assembly and presented
two binders full of testimonies,
emails and other documents
detailing complaints against the
college, some dating back to 2008.
Four professors from the Matteo
Ricci College also came forward
at the Assembly—an elected body
through which faculty make
decisions related to academic and
university-wide matters—to make
FEATURES
known their own frustrations with
the college, specifically highlighting
instances in which they felt
intimidated and threatened by “the
leadership” of the college. They
named their two most serious
problems with MRC as “curricular”
and “cultural.”
The professors shared experiences
spanning from 2012 to the current
year in which they felt “bullied,
intimidated and silenced” by the
MRC Leadership.
“After these types of experiences,
we started to be very distrustful of
any official channels for sharing
our concerns. We began walking
on eggshells. We learned that
chances are good that if we speak
the truth we will be punished for
it,” the faculty members said in a
statement at the Assembly.
In a series of emotional accounts
of their personal experiences, the
professors echoed many of the
same issues raised in the MRC
Coalitions petition, “MRC Student
Coalition Demands”—namely, that
the climate of the college has made
it difficult for its members to have
a voice.
The accounts brought forward by
the faculty and students on Monday
illustrate a long history of attempts
to work with the university to
address these concerns.
Seattle University President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. explained
the work involved in implementing
change in the framework and
structure of a university. He said
that despite the current challenges
facing the inclusion of all types of
students both inside and outside the
classroom, he believes that progress
can be made through listening and
learning from the community.
“The most important thing in
all of this—more important than
any dimension of Seattle U—is
that every single student and every
faculty person and every staff
person at the university is treated
as a person of dignity and treated
with respect,” Sundborg said.
One of the demands outlined
in the MRC Coalitions petition is
that professors within the college
be given job security. Though
there are professors teaching MRC
classes who are tenured through
other colleges on campus, no MRC
faculty members are tenured by the
college itself.
Jasmine Schwartz, a 2015
graduate of MRC and core member
of the coalition, emphasized the
importance of giving MRC faculty
financial stability so that the college
can improve its curriculum.
“Respect starts with the respect
of faculty,” Schwartz said. “And I
think its really unfair to professors
that they have to engage with that
worry and doubt and fear.”
One of the faculty members who
testified at Mondays Assembly,
MRC assistant professor Emily
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Lieb, described the issues within
the college as the result of a gradual
shift in the types of students
interested in attending Seattle U—-
and MRC in particular.
While MRC, in its early days,
primarily recruited middle and
upperclass students coming from
local Catholic high schools, it
now accepts a much more diverse
population of college students from
a variety of backgrounds. Lieb said
this change in the student body
should lead to a reevaluation of the
colleges purpose and goals.
“Once we have a goal, then we
can have a curriculum that achieves
that goal. But if we don’t have a goal
we can’t have a curriculum, because
everyone is going in different
directions,” Lieb said.
At the Academic Assembly on
Monday, faculty brought up the
events surrounding a campuswide
staffsatisfaction survey in2013 as an
example of the hostile environment
created at the MRC. The survey was
conducted throughout the campus
and based on qualitative responses
from faculty and staff. The
category with the lowest positive
responses was related to “regular
and open communication among
faculty, administration and staff.”
ww\mwmw
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May 18
The Coalition sent an open letter to Provost Crawford
requesting several materials by May 20. They asked for
the Provost’s Office to release its criteria and evaluation
system for deans ofSeattle University, as well as the national
candidate pool, hiring timeline, and criteria upon which Dean
Kelly was hired.
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI · THE SPECTATOR
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Lieb explained that while most
organizations would paraphrase
and combine responses in a way
that hid identitiess of respondents,
such an action was never taken in
the case of this survey.
“He [Provost Isiaah Crawford] did
not say, make these anonymous,’ he
did not say ‘take this data and make
sure I can’t see who said what’—he
gives it to her [Kelly] on a platter,”
Lieb said. “And so that’s not her, not
only do they have this survey that
they initiated and then ignored
the results of, they also handed
her a huge weapon to use against
her faculty. There is blame to go
aroundhere.”
After the results were released,
the MRC faculty were “berated”
for their “betrayal of the college,”
according to Lieb. She said she feels
that while the results of the survey
could have presented the college
with an opportunity for growth,
the leadership took it as a chance to
single out and threaten those who
showed dissent.
Lieb also said while she has not
always been a target, and has had
several “positive interactions” with
Kelly, the fact that one of her peers
could be treatedin such away by the
leadership does not improveculture
Two on-campus dialogues occurred for all MRC students. Following the dialogues, the Coalition said on their Facebook page that, “we
know that a lot of these conversations are hard and painful. That said, we know that they must continue.” Student Government at Seattle
U (SGSU) sent an open letter to the Seattle U community in support of the Coalition. The letter—which was signed by the 2015-16 and
2016-17 Executive Teams, with unanimous support from the 2015-16 Representative Assembly—expressed disappointment at President
Sundborg’s response to the Coalition. The letter also said that the Coalition’s previous attempts to address problems related to curriculum
and climate have been unsuccessful, and the sit-in is “a testa.tement to the feeling that Seattle University has failed its students. This is not
the time to continue using the exisiting processes and procedures.” The Anthropology, Sociology, and Social Work Departmentalso wrote
an open letter in support of the Coalition and their demands.
May 19
May 20
The Center of Community Engagement sent an open letter to
President Sundborg expressing their support for the Coalition.
They said that the goals of the Coalition are in line with CCE’s
values. They also said that, “the tacticsof the MRC Student
Coalition are outside the prescribed protocols because the
process has failed them.”
ofMRC in any constructiveway.For
her, and others, it creates a climate
of fear.
MRC faculty members are not
the only voices in support of the
coalition’s movement. Various
groups from the university and
wider Seattle community have
come forward over the past week,
including the Student Government
of Seattle University (SGSU),
the Center for Community
Engagement (CCE) and the
Seattle Pacific University (SPU)
JusticeCoalition.
On May 19, SGSU sent an open
letter to the Seattle U community
in support of the sit-in. Though
the letter did not explicitly
support the demand for Kelly’s
resignation, it did affirm the
coalition’s “organization, strength,
and courageous vulnerability.” It
also stated SGSU’s disappointment
in the way Sundborg and the
administration have responded to
the sit-in.
SGSU President Mallory Barnes
said she did not believe it would
strengthen the letter to include
support for Kelly’s resignation, and
that doing so would alienate a large
portion of the student body.
“The role of student government
is to provide support, because if
there is student activism happening
and it is specific to something
going on at this institution, we need
to be aware of that,” Barnes said.
“But it’s never our job to mitigate
conversation or to wholly take a
stance on one side of the issue.”
The CCE sent a letter to Sundborg,
in solidarity with the MRC Student
Coalition, on May 20. The letter
explained that the efforts ofstudents
in the coalition have “reinvigorated”
the CCE staff to meet their goal
of creating a positive relationship
between the university and its
surrounding community.
CCE Deputy Director
Rachael Steward said that she
has spoken with community
organizations in partnership
with the university that have
expressed their full support of the
coalition’s movement.
“Our students are showing that
they are courageous and that they
are coming together with other
students, faculty, staff, external
partners, etc. to be able to reimagine
their future. They really are shaping
and creating a just and humane
world right here in the epicenter,”
Steward said. “Our partners see
that and they’re excited about it.”
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SPU Justice Coalition formed
in January of this year to promote
racial consciousness and racial
justice on the SPU campus.
Members of the coalition have
shown their support for the MRC
Student Coalition since the protest
began on May 11 by entering the
space and taking part in the sit-in.
“One of the reasons why I keep
going back is that when I’m there—-
even though it sucks why we’re all
there—I’m in a place where I’m
comfortable and where people
get it. You don’t usually get that
at universities,” said SPU senior
psychology major Nakaira Petty.
Statements of support for the
MRC Student Coalition have also
emerged from the College of Arts
& Sciences Faculty Staff Senate,
the faculty of the Anthropology,
Sociology and Social Work
Department, the faculty of the
Global African Studies Program
and the Graduate Student Council.
Sundborg explained that although
the feelings and experiences of
students are valid and matter to
the administration, their concerns
must go through the channels of
due process to effect change. This
includes filing a Title IX, or working
through Human Resources to
— May 23
Four faculty from MRC testified in front of Academic Assemblyciting specific
instances in which they have felt threatened and intimidated by Dean Kelly. Shortly
after, 10 students from the MRC Student Coalition also testified. In the evening,
Maria Hamilton, mother of Dontre Hamilton, spent the night with the Coalition
to express her support. Dontre Hamilton was shot 14 times and killed by former
Milwaukee Police Officer Christopher Manney in 2014.
According to an email sent to MRC members, the Ricci/Chardin Annex in Xavier Global
House—previously known as the Chardin Collegium for commuter students—opened as a “hope
filled neutral ground,” for members of the Matteo Ricci College in response to the sit-in at the
MRC office. The Coalition said on their Facebook page that the creation of the new office “fails
to engage with the serious questions that have been raised by the Coalition.” At a going-away
party in STCN 130 for Provost Isiaah Crawford, who will become President of the University of
Puget Sound starting in the fall, members ofthe Coalition protested outside the party by taping
posters to the window that read, “How long have you known?”
■ May 24
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resolve personnel issues.
“What’s the proper way in which
that could be carried out? It’s not
an easy thing to work out in a
university of 7,500 students and
1,350 faculty and staff,” Sundborg
said. “But we can do better than
what we’ve done.”
In their open letter, SGSU noted
that the MRC Student Coalition
has attempted several times to
use the existing processes and
procedures of Seattle U to address
their problems, but that these
channels have not been successful.
“The sit-in and occupation of
the Matteo Ricci College office is a
testament to the feeling that Seattle
University has failed its students.
This is not the time to continue
using the existing processes
and procedures,” SGSU said in
their letter.
Though several organizations
have voiced their support for the
MRC Student Coalition, few have
specifically supported the demand
for Kelly’s resignation.
Lieb said she believes that the
resignation of staff members on
campus, particularly those in
leadership positions, should not
be based on public demand, but
rather through due process—but
only if that process can be trusted.
Lieb believes the current process
is broken.
“If you can’t trust that the
things that you say will be sent
to the provost in confidence are
confidential, then that system
doesn’t work. That’s sort of the
point we were making [Monday],
we were terrified, we are terrified.
Everytime we try to make change
we are punished. That’s not a system
that’s healthy, that’s not a system
that works,” Lieb said.
While she explained that while
the Office of the Provost and the
administration are calling for
grievances to be filed through
Human Resources and the Title
IX office, students in MRC have
attempted tousethesechannelssince
2008. Lieb believes that a history
of mistrust and mismanagement
have hurt the credibility of the
university’s systems.
“They say you have to go through
these channels, these channels
that have oppressed your claims
for years, but these are the only
channels there are,” Lieb said.
“That’s problematic.”
Sunborg said he does not know
why it has taken Administration
this long to respond to concerns
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
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that date back years ago, since they
fall under the Provost’s jurisdiction.
He also said there is no concrete
plan for what will happen if the
coalition continues their sit-in
during the summer, but he hopes
this issue will resolve before the
end of the academic year. Sundborg
said that the students occupying
and protesting on campus are
bringing forward valid concerns
that will help the university grow,
develop and build.
“Although the present situation is
for many people difficult, for some
people painful, for some people
disruptive, and for many confusing,
my own trust, my own belief is
that we will be a better university
because of what we are currently
experiencing,” Sundborg said. “This
is the way in which universities
develop, change, grow, respond to
the deeper needs of education to
the students and the ways in which
faculty and academic leaders work
with them.”
The results from Monday’s
Academic Assembly have yet to be
reviewed.
The editormay be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY CELEBRATES ANOTHER YEAR OF QUADSTOCK
(Left) Michael Jordan & the Bill ofFunk was thefirst group on stage at Quadstock 27. (Middle) Hannah Cruz on Union Green before the main performance began.
(Right) A/Jfrom Saint Motel sings andplays the guitarfrom behind a tigerpiano.
(Left) Xander Kipp, who goes by the artist name Syripp, played in between each set and the entirety ofDev’s set. (Right) The crowd loved Michael Jordan and the Bill
Funk.
PHOTOS BY NICK TURNER AND CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
(Left) A/JJackson, leadsinger ofSaint Motel, jumpedfrom the stage and into the crowd during a song. (Right) Dev sings “In My Trunk.”
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AN EXHIBIT SO POWERFUL IT BRINGS “TEARS” TO EYES
Narra Jackson
Volunteer Writer
Bachelor ofFine Arts in photography
students have concluded their
time at Seattle U with an intimate
exhibit that showcases each student-
artists individuality, ambition
and talent.
“It is their last big obligation at SU
for their degree, they work the whole
year, and most of them started even
earlier than that,” said Claire Garoutte,
the exhibit’s curator and the head of
the photography department at Seattle
U. “This is the first step towards their
career, professional experience,
completing a professional portfolio,
putting it on the wall, and having
an exhibition.”
Students have complete creative
control about the conceptual message
each student would like to express
through their work.
It is an absolutely stunning
exhibition. It is simplistic and set up
elegantly. The empty space separating
each body of work allows the viewer
to experience each piece with
no distractions.
The subjects captured range widely
from piece to piece. The student’s
The 2016 BFA Photography show is open now until the end ofthe schoolyear. NARRA JACKSON • VOLUNTEER PHOTOGRAPHER
chosen subjects are intimate and touch
on things like memory loss, body
insecurities, beauty in the abstract,
death, mental illness andthe polarityof
parent-child relationships.
Shelby Young is a senior
photography student whose body
of work is a beautiful compilation
that gives audiences a raw way to
understand different women with
infinitely different body types and
universal human insecurities. She
wanted to start a conversation about
the ways people communicate and
are affected by their friends, families’
and peers’ words in relation to the
human body.
Young has battled with body issues,
and felt judged by her family. A lot of
this judgment is unintentional, but
that is precisely why she feels it is so
important to start the conversation in
the first place.
“First, I wanted to do a self-portrait,
because all my life I’ve had a lot of
insecurities and fears and I wanted to
confront those things. Then I decided
that I wanted to make a connection
with others, get insight from other
people outside of myself,” Young said.
“I asked a lot about the things that
influence the way people feel about
their bodies, and I know media plays
a huge role but I think it goes alot
deeper than that. Many of these body
feelings come fromthe people that are
closest to you and that are supposed to
love you no matter.”
Young shootsher subjects in nature,
and she talked about the connection
between the way we view our bodies
versus the way we view nature.
“We tend to think of nature as
beautiful because it has so much
diversity, but why is that not the
same relationship we have with our
bodies? Instead of trying to make
our bodies the subject of what others
and the media tells us is beautiful,
we should love the differences that
we [have],” Young said.
She shot primarily at parks in
Seattle; Discovery Park and Seward
Park make frequent appearances in
her work.
Even though the fall and winter
months are especially chilly, Young
feels that they provide idealconditions
for photography, given that there are
less people walking around and the
overcast weather helps create perfect
exposures. Her attention to detail
definitely shows in her work—each
image is breathtaking.
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Another artist, Jay Gould, also
attracted viewer attention. His images
have a film-like feel thatmade his body
ofwork appealing to Naomi Kasumi, a
digital design professor at Seattle U.
“Since digital, black and white
photography seems more tangible. It
holds onto classical components of
photography that are lost so much
today,” Kasumi said of Gould’s work
“I have an appreciation for the once
upon atime’ era ofphotography. I think
I am most drawn to the authenticity
of black and white photos and to the
teeny tiny details that allow ordinary
objects to become so different.”
Overall, this isa stunning exhibition.
It was a body of workso impactful that
it brought tears to my eyes.
The exhibit, which is on display
in the Vachon Gallery in the Fine
Arts Building, will be open until
June 14.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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ONE-WOMAN PLAY SIGNIFIES A MAGICAL “NEW WAY OF LIFE”
Erika Silva
Volunteer Writer
Pike Street may be best known to
Seattleites for Pike Place Market.
Seattle University students may
associate it with the street where the
local QFC is located. No matter the
case, the famous street is more than
glittering signs and small eateries. It is
home to a diverse family of businesses,
shops and restaurants. One such
shop is the small bookstore, Gay
City, located on 517 E Pike. On May
19-22 the bookstore hosted the one-
woman play, “The Enchanted Life and
Temporary Death ofSadie December”
by Dorothy Frances Kent.
Seattle has become known for
its thriving art scene, which allows
diverse communities to practice
self-expression, and no one would
agree with this more then Dorothy
Frances Kent.
“Eve been really happy with how
my play has been received. I hope
to encourage people to go see a play
about someone else’s life that is not
really like theirs, but at the same time
is like theirs,” Kent said.
She spoke about gender identity,
her art and everything that has led
up to the production of her new, one-
woman play.
She admits that she is not a polished
performer, but her audience is
important to her. She wishes for her
work to inspire developing artists to
keep going and try to create their own
art. Finally, she hopes that the play
will be a window into the LGBTQ
community for those who do not
identify as trans or gay.
Gay City is proud to put on
the production as a part of their
trans-art month.
“She invites you in to feel
comfortable with the story,” said Ebo
Barton, the youth arts coordinator
at Gay City. “Gay City is known as
a health clinic, but the reason why
Gay City Arts exists isbecause we are
about total wellness.”
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Gay City wishes to include all
members of the LGBTQ community,
not just the stereotypic white, gay, cis
male. They are beginning outreach
into the surrounding community
including Seattle University.
“Being transgender wasn’t a
conversation that came up a lot when
I was young, and I think art is one of
those times thatallows you to sit down
and have someone else express their
selfportrait in ways not everyone can,”
said sophomore Isabella Wong. “It
challenges this notion that there’s only
two genders out there in an honest,
human way.”
The play itself is about Kent’s life
mixed in with stories she was told as
a child. The lines ofreality and fantasy
are blurred through thestory ofSadie’s
self-discovery.
“It’s more magical realism in a
literary sense than any play that I
know of,” Kent said. “I had a hard time
separating reality as a kid.”
Many fairy-tale elements were
present throughout the play’s-
production. Yet, the story is no fairy-
tale. It is the story of the three major,
gender-related stages in Kent’s life.
The first stage, childhood, finds Kent
genderless. In the second stage she
knows she must choose a gender. In
the third, she struggles to find herself
until she is ultimately able to find peace
with herself.
The play’s magical elements describe
the ways that Kent was able to cope
even under massive stress.
“Most of it is true, but the elements
that got me through my own life are
those things people do not consider
to be real,” Kent said. “I am very
naturalistic. I lean towards the forest,
animals and small ideasofwitchcraft.”
She attributes her spirituality to her
life in a very religious family.
The play once featured a diverse
cast, but slowly came down to
just Kent after complications with
scheduling and availability. The show
still has a script, lighting and music,
but leans more on spoken word than it
had previously.
“It’s like spoken word but not
like spoken word poetry, it’s like
storytelling,” Kent said.
Kent wanted to be a writer since
childhood, but she has explored many
artisticpractices. Her experiences now
give her plenty of writing material.
After experimenting in writing and
acting, Kent spent most of the ‘90s in
a rock/punk band.
“Out of everything, music is what
held me the most,” Kent said.
Kent lived around the U.S. and in
Europe in cities such as San Francisco,
Paris, New York and Chicago.
Yet Kent often had long stretches
when all she did was write. She
attributes this to her long-term
struggle with alcohol and drugs that
she has now overcome.
“There was a long period where—
do you remember those old TVs with
the static on the screen?—there was a
lot of time where things seemed just
like static,” Kent said.
But in the 2000s, Kent made her
way back to Seattle, married and
found a large community ofwriters to
support her.
Her play signifies her new way of
life, and she hopes the play will give
audiences a lens to see the world as a
magical place.
“There are reasons to be alive,
despite all the horrible things going
on,” Kent said.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
SIZZLE PIE IS A SLICE OF LIFE ON THE HILL
Callie Craighead
StaffWriter
The competition for the best pizza
on Capitol Hill has traditionally
been held between Big Mario’s and
Hot Mama’s, but a new pizza joint
may be adding its name to the mix:
Sizzle Pie.
The Portland-born pizza joint
recently opened a Seattle location at
1009 East Union Street, taking the
location of the recently closed Po
Dog’s. The restaurant offers a large
variety ofmeat, vegetarian and vegan
pizzas that have quirky yet delicious
topping combinations.
I was immediately intrigued by
the available topping combinations.
Sizzle’s pizza is thin-crust, New York
style, and the toppings range from
cranberries, goat cheese, bacon,
hash browns, pineapple and many
other ingredients.
Admittedly, I am not someone
who is overly adventurous when it
comes to pizza and I usually opt for
cheese or pepperoni. Seeing all the
interesting topping combinations
on display, however, made me
want to try something new. My
adventurousnesspaid off.
One pizza named “Good Luck
in Jail” piqued my curiosity. The
description made my mouth
water: smoked mozzarella cheese,
a vodka cream sauce, bacon and
white onions.
The pizza was delicious.
The smokiness of the bacon
and mozzarella were perfectly
complemented by the sweetness of
the white onions. I never thought
bacon would be good on a pizza, but
Sizzle proved me wrong.
Thecrust wasslightly disappointing
as it was not crunchy, rather it was
doughy and almost uncooked. As
someone who likes thinner crust
pizza, I expected the pizza to be
much crunchier than it was.
The vegetarian pizza was a medley
of vegetables aptly named, “The
Slaughter of the Soil.” Spinach,
artichoke hearts, tomato and red
sauce not only created an attractive
looking green and red pizza, but also
a tasty one. Unlike the “Good Luck
in Jail” pizza, the crust on this pizza
was perfectly thin and crisp.
The fusion of breakfast with pizza
is another interesting and delicious
element of Sizzle’s menu. A range of
breakfast pizzas are available all day,
making Sizzle the best place to buy a
pizza in the a.m.
The “Bitchin Sombrero” pizza
was an entire breakfast meal on top
of a thin and crunchy pizza crust.
Topped with eggs, hash browns and
chili peppers, this slice is highly
recommendable to those who love
both breakfast and pizza and want to
try them together.
If you are not feeling as
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
Sizzle Pie is the a new pizza spot in Capitol Hill that offers artisan pizzas and microbrewed beer.
adventurous with the toppings on
the pizza, Sizzle Pie also offers more
traditional toppings like pepperoni
and cheese.
Slices are $3.75 and cuts (half
slices) are $2, reasonable prices
given the restaurant’s generous slice
sizes. A large pizza ranges anywhere
from $20 to $28, which again, is a
reasonable price given the size and
amount of toppings oh each pizza. If
you’re looking for something to pair
with your pizza, Sizzle Pie also offers
a slice and salad combo for only $7.
A range of draft beers are also
available. More alcoholic drinks are
available at the accompanying Dark
Bar next door.
The service was very fast—a
to-go slice was ready in just a couple
minutes even though the place was
crowded. Sizzle’s ambiance was
very noisy, with order numbers
everything food
May 25. 2016
being shouted and loud rock
musicplaying.
While there are plenty ofbig tables
available for groups, the noise factor
would definitely make it hard to have
a conversation. Outdoor seating is
also available, making sitting outside
in the nice summer weather possible.
Open until 3 a.m. Sunday through
Thursday, and 4 a.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays, Sizzle Pie is definitely a
welcome addition to the nightlife
scene on Capitol Hill-
Overall, I give “Sizzle Pie” 4 out of 5
stars. While I know saying it is better
thanBig Mario’s or Hot Mama’s Pizza
will start a heated debate, Sizzle Pie
is certainly worth a visit.
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
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“ANGRY BIRDS” CANT TAKE FLIGHT
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
“Angry Birds” stopped being culturally
relevant about three years ago.
I just want to make that clear,
because I haven’t heard anybody talk
about it since around 2012 when
Candy Crush took over peoples lives.
Since it’s arrival in December of
2009, “Angry Birds” has gone from
that game you played on the toilet, to
a cultural phenomenon that spawned
sequels and spinolfs. It eventually
grounded itself in the kid’s market
and was soon plastered on t-shirts
and backpacks.
So I feel compelled to ask the
question that plagued me during “The
Angry Birds Movie:” is this relevant?
Look, I loved “Angry Birds,” it was
a fun game...half a decade ago. But
now it seems like a shameless cash-
grab. Rovio, the film’s producer,
unleashes a movie so full of dated
humor and references that it feels like
they made this movie in the game’s
heyday and just waited to dump it on
audiences once the app needed a boost
in popularity.
It isn’t that Rovio doesn’t have much
to work with, what with about a dozen
games, comics and toys under their
wings; it’s that theyhave all ofthat and
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they still manage to make a movie that
feels lazy by today’s standards. The
98-minute run-time zooms seem to
have forgotten that they were writing
a feature-length movie, and not some
straight-to-dvd film or Nickelodeon
special (which it honestly should
have been.) Halfway through, there
seems to be a moment where the
screenwriters went, “Oh, this just isn’t
good at all,” and proceed to finish the
movie as fast as possible.
In a story that is as simple and
predictable as any of its kind, Red
(Jason Sudeikis), the angriest bird
on Bird Island (a place where birds
cannot fly), lives as an outcast from
the rest of society. The plot has an
obvious arc that reveals itselfonce the
pigs attack. The weak motive behind
the attack is further evidence that
the screenwriters had no concern
for originality.
Groan-worthy wordplay (“Home
Tweet Home,” “Egg-celent”) and
eye-rolling puns make up the film’s
childish humor, which leaves much to
be wanted on the adult end unless you
account for the singular “The Shining”
reference and a “50 Shades of ‘Green’”
prop joke (run on).
With the exception of the scene-
stealing Chuck (Josh Gad), the yellow
bird from the game who essentially
serves as this film’s equivalent of
“X-Men’s” Quicksilver (there’s even a
reference to “Days of Future Past”),
many of the characters are boring
and stagnant. It’s a shame since the
cast features brilliant actors like
Peter Dinklage, Maya Rudolph, Sean
Penn and Bill Hader; actors whose
talent feels wasted by the film’s
childish humor.
As far as kids movies go, there
are right ways and wrong ways to
go about making them. In the last
four years alone, audiences have
been treated to “Wreck-It Ralph,”
“Zootopia” and “The Lego Movie”—
three films that are beautifully crafted
and feature expansive worlds capable
of entertaining both adults and
children—“The Angry Birds Movie”
doesn’t hold a candle to them in
terms of originality or creativity. Sure,
there is some beautiful animation
and a brief—but humorous scene—
where the birds finally retaliate with
slingshot and all, but that isn’t enough
to save the film when it is compared to
other modernkid’s films.
Wordplay and pirns just don’t cut it,
and the film’s tired message of “fitting
in” is dull when it is literally the exact
same theme of the aforementioned
animated films. With so much
potential to soar, “The Angry Birds
Movie” can’t seem to find a way to get
off the ground.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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TOS WITH SHELDON STOBER, GRANT GUNNING AND TED HAMMOND
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
Sheldon Stober
Second base/ Economics major
Grant Gunning
Right-handed pitcher/ Business
management and business
marketing double major, minor in
entrepreneurship
Ted Hammond
Right-handed pitcher/ Businessfinance
major
Q: You’ve set the school record with
35 wins this season, what do you
think has led to that success?
GG: I think that finishing last season
(strong), really getting on a hot streak
in the conference and really learning
what it takes to win consistently
allowed us to have a good season this
year. Everyone put in the work in
the off-season and they knew what it
would take to do it again this year so I
think our success last season definitely
led to having increased success
this season.
(Left) Ted Hammond. (Middle) Grant Gunning. (Right) Sheldon Stober.
SPORTS
Q: What has being a part of
the baseball program at Seattle
University taught you asboth players
and as people?
SS: The coaching staff has taught us
how to become men and how to go
about life, take responsibility for our
actions and commit to a common
goal and work as a team to achieve
that goal.
TH: Being here for four years and
going through a lot of failure and not
having success in the early years is
probably [why] through hard work
and dedication it definitely has its
payoffs and you can see that when the
win-loss goes up every year so I think
it’s probably about perseverance.
GG: I think that playing for five
years has taught me a lot about time
management and dedication and that
translates obviously to the baseball
field but also just in life it teaches you
a lot of lessons on what you’re going to
do after baseball. Time management
and dedication really translates to if
you get a job in the future you know
how to balance your workload and
you know how to work hard to have
success in whatever you’re doing on or
off the field.
Q: How would you describe your
journey from when you began at
Seattle U to now, when you are
leaving? Whathas it meant to you?
SS: I’ve only been here for two years
because I was a [junior college]
transfer, but going from the program
I was at [to here] was kind of a tough
transition. The two years I’ve been
here shows how teamwork can lead
to something great. Where we were
a year ago at the start of the season,
we didn’t really know who we were.
Now we know how to win games and
who we are as a team and individually.
We know what it feels like to win now
and we feel like we can accomplish
anything, especially with everyone on
our team. The coaches have [ingrained]
how to win, we know that we can win
now and we can accomplish anything
as a team.
TH: One ofthe things I’ll lookback on
these four years [are] the relationships
I’ve made with all the players that have
been through here. Grant and I have
played with probably 50 different guys
and I consider them all really close
friends so I think that that’s something
I’ll take away from this and I’ll always
have those relationships. It has been
fun being a young guy and looking up
to older guys and being an older guy
that I feel likeyounger guys lookup to.
GG: I would say that in my five years
here, since I’m a red-shirt senior,
just coming in as a 17-year-old my
freshman year I was the youngest on
the team, to now being a fifth year
guy and I’m one of the oldest if not
the oldest on the team is definitely
a full circle experience. It has been
awesome to be able to be here for five
yearsand see how far this programhas
come from not really having a field
to consistently practice at to all the
renovations and upgrades that Seattle
U has done. It has been really cool to
be able to have this great season in my
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last year. It is really nice to leave my
mark as a senior and to know we really
accomplished something during our
time here.
Q: Do you have any advice or words
of wisdom for the youngerplayers in
the program?
GG: My main advice for the young
players [is] to not take anything for
granted. I feel like I blinked once and
ah those games have gone by. So my
advice would be, don’t take anything
for granted and to savor each game
and each day because you don’tknow
when your last game could be and it
comes really fast.
TH: Baseball is such a game of
failure and especially playing for a
university, there’s going to be a lot of
ups and downs and I’ve had plenty
of both, so I’d say just that baseball is
going to be baseball and you’re going
SEATTLE U BASEBALL WINS WAC, CLINCHES NO. 1
Willy Goldstein
Staff Writer
In a season full of exciting moments
for Seattle University baseball, the
biggest came this past Sunday when
the team earned its first regular season
conference title.
The Redhawks (35-19, 21-6 WAC)
used a 6-3 win against Sacramento
State to take the top seed in the
Western Atlantic Conference (WAC),
needing every win as they finished
just one game over the No. 2 seed New
Mexico State.
The record setting season was the
best in program history since they
switched to Division 1 seven years
ago and head coach Donny Harrel
took over.
“Today was not only a great day for
our players but a tremendous way to
honor all the teams, families, alums,
donors and our administration for
the development and growth of our
program over
the last seven years,”
Harrel said.
The Redhawks’ offense exploded
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to fail and you’re going to succeed.
Take advantage of your time with
your teammates and everything that
goes into playing college baseball.
Travelling and hanging out in the
locker room, that’s the kind of stuff
that you’re going to remember when
your time is done.
Q: What are your future plans after
graduation?
SS: My dad has a business...he
hardens steel, so I plan on taking that
business over.
GG: Afterbaseball hopefully I’ll be able
to.. .get a successful job out ofcollege.
I have a double major at Seattle U and
I take a lot of pride in knowing that I
have a good education from attending
this university. Hopefully I’ll be able to
go out there and find something that I
like doing.
Q: How has this season been
different from yourprevious seasons
playingbaseball here? What are your
early, scoring all six of their runs in
the first two innings. The pitching staff
would carry them the rest of the way
scattering three runs over the final six
innings. Senior Sheldon Stober and
sophomore Sean Sutton each had two
hits and two RBIs to lead the team.
In total, five different players had
multiple hits in the game.
“This championship really allowed
me to reflect on that first 11-39 team we
; ' rf
had and their commitment and belief
that we could build a championship
team here at Seattle U,” Harrel said.
“With every team, the belief grew
stronger and now it is a reality. This
first conference championship is truly
for our entire Redhawk family and
all those who helped us get to this
amazing day.”
After dropping the first game of the
series 6-3, the pressure was on for the
team to win the final two and secure
their second consecutive No. 1 seed in
the tournament.
The team now turns their attention
towards the WAC Tournament next
weekend.They will get a bye in the first
thoughts on this season as a whole?
GG: This season has by far been
our most successful and my most
successful season since I’ve been here.
What I’ll remember about it is how
we really came together as a collective
group and everyone really bought into
our goals and [succeeded] as a team.
It’s been really awesome to see that
all of our hard work and dedication
has paid off to get us to where we are
now and we know that we still have
some work to do coming up in the
WAC [(Tournament). Wherever that
takes us I think we can look at this
season as a positive and as a success,
and I’m sure the other seniors here are
proud of what we have accomplished,
but we know that we still have more
work to do.
TH: We lost in the championship last
year in a heartbreaking fashion, so
that made us really work hard in the
off-season. We really had that drive to
get back to where we were [this year]
and do better to prepare ourselves for
that last game again and I think that’s
Third Baseman Brock Carpenter
round and then look to secure a WAC
Championship and the program’s first
ever NCAA Tournamentberth.
They open play on Thursday, May
26, at 7 p.m, playing the lowest seed to
advance from the first round. There
will then be games on Friday, with the
Championship game on Sunday.
NickMeservey(7-2), the sophomore
southpaw, earned the last WAC player
of the week honors for his effort in
Friday’s game which was important
in securing the No. 1 seed. He went
eight scoreless innings and tied a
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carried over the entire year. This year
we expect to win every game, last year
we were learning how to win and this
year we’ve gotten pretty good at it.
The difference in years past is that we
have a bunch ofguys that are driven to
work together as a team, we’re really
unselfish and all we want to do is win
so I think that has been the biggest
difference: expecting to win and
knowing how to win.
SS: Bothyears I’ve been here we’ve had
success, but this year as a whole we
finally learned how to win and work
as a team. We bought into what the
coach had been preaching and telling
us all year long and we just want to go
out there and give it our all.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
career high with nine strikeouts.
Meservy was also namedFirst Team
All-Wac and received WAC Pitcher
of the Year honors. Junior Brock
Carpenter, Sutton, and Stober joined
Meservy on the First Team All-WAC
list, with Harrel earning WAC Coach
of the Year honors.
Willy may be reached at
wgoldstein@su-spectator.com
BRYCE HARPER CREATES ‘MAKE BASEBALL FUN AGAIN’
Willy Goldstein
Staff Writer
Baseball and politics. Those aren’t
two words you see next to each other
often, but some MLB players have
been bringing them together recently,
although it might not be in the way
that you think.
Based off of presidential candidate
Donald Trump’s slogan, “Make
America Great Again,” reigning
National League MVP Bryce Harper
started a campaign with the slogan
“Make Baseball Fun Again.”
Talking to most sports fans you
might find that a large majority of
them prefer football and basketball,
claiming that baseball is boring. They
saybeauty is in the eye ofthe beholder,
but the fact is compared to the NFL,
NBA and NHL, MLB games have a
much lower “actual gameplay length.”
While all ofthese sporting events will
take around two to three hours to
complete, there is much more down
time in a baseball game.
Now this is a complicated fix.
The game is the game and that
CONFERENCE FINALS FULL OF SURPRISES
WillMcQuilkin
A&E Editor
Playoff basketball is wild. Playoff
basketball defies expectations. Playoff
basketballwill make you angry. Playoff
basketball will make you sad. Just ask
Warriors fans.
The ConferenceFinals gotunderway
last week and the Oklahoma City
Thunder carried their excellent play
into Oakland, where they proceeded
to shock the Warriors by beating
them in the first game of a seven
game series, 108-102. This would not
have been shocking, say, three, maybe
even two years ago, but in this day
and age nobody beats the Warriors
in Oakland.
The Dubs responded with a win
in game two, cementing their 118-
91 victory early in the game thanks
to strong play on the boards and
a poor offensive effort from both
won’t change. Baseball is called the
“National pastime” for our country,
but times change and today’s
viewer wants more action. So how
do you change the game, without
changing it?
Enter Harper: A 23-year-old right
fielder for the Washington Nationals.
He has been hyped as The Next Big
Thing since he was 16,and became the
youngest player ever to unanimously
win the MVP award.
Before this season, ESPN the
Magazine interviewed Harper and he
called baseball a tired sport.
“You can’t express yourself,”
Harper said. “You can’t do what
people in other sports do. I’m not
saying baseball is, you know, boring
or anything like that, but it’s the
excitement of the young guys who are
coming into the game now who have
flair. If that’s Matt Harvey or Jacob
deGrom or Manny Machado.. .there’s
so many guys in the game now who
are so much fun.”
Harper is promoting the little
things that can help the players have
more fun, which in turn will be more
of OKC’s studs, Kevin Durant and
Russell Westbrook. The Warriors, who
rounded out a historic regular season
and are undoubtedly the best team in
basketball, lookedback in control.
But then games three and four
happened in OKC, and the Thunder
dominated. Westbrook was a man
on fire and Durant smiled while he
drained turnaround jumpersand used
his length to outreach the suddenly
overmatched Golden State defense.
The Warriors missed layups, tookbad
shots and turned the ball over. In other
words, the Thunder looked like the
better team because they played like
it. Never mind how the teams’ played
in the regular season, the Thunder
have been the best team in the West
since the playoffbegan. Not the Spurs,
not the Warriors; the Thunder. Playoff
basketball, man.
Now things get interesting. With
one game left before the series shifts
fun for the fans. This includes bat-
flips, stare downs, and celebrations.
Something that could help with
this is the sudden influx of young
stars. Last season there were a slew
of highly touted prospects making
their major league debuts. Young
guys like the Cubs’ Kris Bryant and
Jorge Soler made impressive debuts.
Commissioner Rob Manfredcertainly
hopes that turning the reigns over
to the new generation will be more
relatable to younger fans.
Joining Harper in this movement
is Los Angeles Dodgers right fielder
Yasiel Puig. The 25-year-old Cuban
native has been one of the most
polarizing figures in baseball since
he entered the league four years ago.
He has a rocket for an arm and a
penchant for throwing out runners
at third base, but also has had his fun
with the media as he adjusts to life in
a new country. He likes to showboat
when he does well, and wears his
heart on his sleeve when he fails, but
this is exciting for fans. They want to
see the full range of emotions that the
players feel.
back to Oakland, the Warriors must
win out to advance to the Finals. They
are more than capable of meeting that
challenge, however, they will have to
deal with a Thunder team that looks
poised for a championship.
Meanwhile, in the East, the Raptors
have suddenly flipped the script on
Cleveland by coming back to tie the
series at two after back-to-back losses
to start. LeBron James was his regular
playoff self in the first two games, but
Kyle Lowry and DeMar DeRozan were
too much for the Cavs to handle in the
last pair ofgames. The pair ofRaptors
helped their team hold off a furious
comeback by the Cavs in game four,
and now find themselves tied with a
team that had not been beaten in the
2016 playoffs. Playoff basketball, man.
Will may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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A good example ofthis was a recent
game between the Rangers and the
Blue Jays. Blue Jays outfielder Jose
Bautista made an illegal slide into
Rangers second baseman Rougned
Odor and, after they got in each
others faces for a little, Odor punched
Bautista in the face. This is not the
kind of action the league wants to
condone, but there is no denying that
it is exciting to watch.
Baseball will not change overnight,
and the chances are it will never
overtake the other major sports in
terms of excitement and action, but
these players should be applauded
for caring about their sport, and
job, enough to hold their peers
accountable. But, hopefully they can
make baseball fun again.
Willymay be reached at
wgoldstein@su-spectator.com
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR FROM DEAN KELLY
I am grateful that MRC coalition students brought forward their concerns in such
a way thatwe can now work together on solutions. I regret deeply that any student
feels pain as a result oftheir experience at Seattle Universityand particularly within
the Matteo Ricci College. It is heartbreaking to hear the stories of some students
because I know that from the president to the provost to the deansand every faculty
member, all of us want students to experience a sense of agency, self-possession
and voice. I cannot account for those who went before me, but as the person who
now occupies the position ofdean in Matteo Ricci College, I give you my word that
voices will be heard and solutions will be discovered—together.
This has been communicatedalready, but it bears repeating: Withbacking from
the Provosts Office, the Matteo Ricci College offered two initiatives in response to
the coalitions requests.
1. Curriculum: A committee of Matteo Ricci College faculty, current students,
alumni and a coalition student will be convened by a consultant to conduct a
comprehensive review of the curricula of our degree programs in response to
the concerns and requests put before us. The committee will be tasked to bring
forth recommendations to address the students’ concerns. Their findings and
recommendations will be presented to Interim Provost Dullea for consideration
by December 2016.
2. Culture: I will work with the Provost’s Office to hire a different consultant
to conduct an assessment of the culture, climate and manner of discourse and
engagement both insideand outside the classroom. The consultant will be asked to
provide recommendations on how best to serve and support our students, faculty
and staff. Additionally, racial and cultural literacy training will be made available
for all faculty and staff. This process will begin during summer quarter and extend
throughout academic year 2017.
I applaud The Spectator for its efforts to present opencommunication on such a
sensitive topic. Name calling polarizes us andplaces us in direct opposition to each
other. Further, it betrays the coalition’s laudable goal of inclusion. And it leaves a
lasting and painful stamp on those who are targeted.
It must be acknowledged that not all students in the Matteo Ricci College share
the coalition’s positions, which makes it incumbent on us all to lift every voice. It
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR ON THIS WEEK’S PUBLICATION
In this week’s publication of the Spectator you will find an op-ed from an MRC
Student Coalition Member on pg. 2 and Letters to
the Editor on pgs. 22-23. A few
of the letters published this week were not up to the Spectator’s usual publication
standards because they at times use problematic, offensive language. Some of
these letters used historically and racially charged terms in an incorrect manner,
such as “lynch mobs” to describe the MRC Student Coalition and their sit-in. One
letter from a Seattle U professor also said that over-emphasizing marginalized
identities dangerously gives validity to “ethnic” and other groups at “the expense”
of “universalist values.” I could point out other aspects of these letters, but I think
they speak for themselves.
Minimizing harm is one ofthe fourmajor sections ofthe Society ofProfessional
Journalists (SPJ) code of ethics, and it is by this principle which journalists decide
whether to share avoice, while also considering the consequences of doing so. It is
The Spectator editorial board consists of Melissa Lin, Christopher Salsbury, A.J. Schofield, Jason Bono, Lena Beck, JennaRamsey, Will McQuilkin, NicoleSchlaeppi, and Sally Underwood.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
is for that reason that I would encourage the university community to heed the
Spectator’s example and enter into dialogue with each other, beginning with the
facts. For example:
* It is not true that the Matteo Ricci College has bypassedprogram reviews (PR)
since 1991. We submittedPRs that were accepted by the Associate Provost in 2002
and again in 2009, and we are currently undergoing the 2016 review.
* It is not true that I don’t listen or that I fail to act on feedback. After hearing
capstone presentations from the first BA Humanities for Leadership cohort last
spring, I hired an expert on curriculum design. This' year we launched a reading
seminar for freshmen that includes some of the same books on the coalition’s
reading list. Equally important are the questions posed in the seminar: How does
gender matter? What difference does gender make? What is power for? What does
war do? What is justice? How does race matter? Whatdoes racism look like? What
makes a good society? How do we know a good citizen? We are currently juggling
with logistics to require this seminar of all freshmen next year and to offer a new
seminar for sophomores with a view to scaling across all four years.
* It is not true that I don’t strive for inclusiveness. At my invitation, faculty and
staffgathered for two 2-hoursessions on the book, Critical Race Theory, the first in
a series of seminars on How to Make Every Student as Successful as Possible. Our
plan is to advance the discussion this summer with faculty interested in reworking
their syllabi.
There is much more to say, but let me close with a belief that I hold close to
my heart: we are only as successful as we move forward together. How could it be
otherwise if, as 12th Century mystic Meister Eckhart claims, every creature is a
word of God? With that as a backdrop, I hold this time of trial as a time of grace,
and I invite you all into that space as we
consider together through dialogue with
one another these important issues.
Sincerely,
Dean Kelly
important to note that the Spectator would not usually print these letters because
theyviolate the principle ofminimizing harm, but we have published them to reveal
the language usedby those who had or continue tohave positions ofpower at our
university. While the letters and the language usedmay cause harm or discomfort
to those who read them, it is important to share because they reflect the truth of
how certain people in our community view and describe students and this highly
publicized student action. As always, ifyou would like to respond to any of the
content published in or submitted to the Spectator, you can email me at editor@
su-spectator.com
—Melissa Lin, Editor in Chief
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR FROM FORMER MRC DEAN ARTHUR FISHER
Since I understand thatmy name has been mentioned as part ofthe proceedings
of the lynch mob, I am writing to clarify some facts. When I was dean, I fired,
in mid-course, two part-time instructors. The first had a reputation as an expert
teacher of English grammar and was at the time employed as a curriculum
specialist by the Washington State Department of Instruction. Students began
to complain to me that large amounts of class time were being given over to
conventional discourse on “social justice”. In meetings in my office, I explained
to the instructor that class time is precious, that students needed to be taught
grammar, and that anything else was simply off the map: unacceptable. The
individualreplied that these concerns were very important to her personallyand
part of her mission as a teacher. I replied that, on the contrary, theyrepresented
a sort of violation of our implicit contract, that students had enrolled and paid
to be taught needed skills in grammar, and that lengthy digressions therefrom
constituted a sort of theft. When the problem continued,! fired the instructor
via overnight registered letter in what I recall to have been the seventh or eighth
week of the course.
A second episode took place when I sought from the College of Education a
part-time instructor to teach the strategies and techniques oftutoring to first-year
students in the Bachelor ofArts in Humanities for Teaching. Again and similarly,
students complained. They brought theircurricular materials, which indeed had
little ornothing to do with tutoringbut a great deal to do with race and educational
inequality, subjects thathad never been mentioned in my discussions with the
instructor. Again what followed was a series of meetings in my office in which I
was told that “this is what they need to learn!” When I explained that these topics
were fullycovered in other courses in our required curriculum, e.g. “Poverty in
America”and “Education and the Polity”, and by experts with relevant doctorates,
that cut no ice, and the problem persisted. Our students were out working in the
schools, one-on-one with students needing help. I asked whether the instructor
was able to teach tutoring. I even brought to the corner ofmy desksome fourteen
books, texts on tutoring, and offered to lend them if it would help. The books
were never opened. “I know all that!” I was told. The outcome was foreseeable,
and I fault myself for not having taken action sooner.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR FROM AN SU HISTORY PROFESSOR
In the May 18 edition of The Spectator, Melissa Lin editorializes her support
for the goals of the Matteo Ricci College Student Coalition (MRCSC). I would
strongly encourage Ms. Lin and the MRCSC to reconsider their wish to curtail
the teaching of a “Eurocentric curriculum.” In particular, Western civilizations
Enlightenment tradition, rooted in the thought of the eighteenth-century
philosophes, has trumpeted to the world at large a belief that humans can abate
their tendency toward irrationality by the conscious and disciplined use ofreason.
The Enlightenment’s promotion of human equality and the use of reason to search
for the greatest good for the greatest number—with human rights considered
as a key good—has encouraged an ethic of tolerance that has largely been the
wellspring from which movements for minority rights and the toleration of
differences have arisen.
Enlightenment principles were, in part, reacting out of revulsion against
horrific sixteenth- and seventeenth-century religious wars within Christianity.
The philosophes’ principles were meant to counter a malignant sectarianism
to which we see parallels in present-day wars and terroristic acts arising out
religious and ethnic differences in the Middle East. While I certainly would
not compare the threat posed by Middle Eastern terrorists to that posed by the
During those same years, I foundmyself needing to speaksternly to two full-
time faculty who were taking class timeto launch into thinly-related “fervorinos”,
short pious emotionalhomilies on moral or ontological themes. Fortunatelyboth
quickly saw that theirs was hardly a prudent path, and the problem disappeared.
A podium is not a pulpit. I never saw my actions as infringing on academic
freedom but instead as defending, and indeed enforcing, academic integrity.
“Academic freedom” is in place to protect legitimate experts with well-grounded
but nonetheless differing views on academic issues; it is not a license to enter
the classroom to do whatever your heart desires to do to your captive students.
I want to add that I have known Dr. Jodi Kelly as a professional colleague for
almost thirty years. The chargethat she is a racist is an actionable slander. Her best
friend as a girl was Natalie Cole, the daughter of Nat “King” Cole. That’s public
information; you could look it up. See what Natalie had to say about Jodi in the
months before her death. I have seen Jodi teach, year after year, respectfully and
sympathetically, the autobiography ofMalcolm X. Anyone who knows her at all
well will tell you the same thing: a malicious, preposterous charge. Ironically, one
of those who has known her even longer is Steve Sundborg. Dean Kelly’s accusers
are plain liars, all heat and no light. Steve Sundborg knows perfectly well that Jodi
Kelly is no racist. It was negligent and wrong, almost criminally so, to criticize
those who called her that as “disrespectful”. Shades ofTawana Brawley and the
“Reverend” A1 Sharpton! What he should have said was this: “I’ve known Jodi
Kelly for thirty years. I know that she is no racist! Her accusers are liars.” What
is it that prevents him from standing up straight and saying what he knows to
be true? What prevents others?
—Dr. Arthur L. Fisher: Dean Emeritus, Matteo Ricci College
MRCSC, an over-emphasis on marginalized group identity by the MRCSC and
likeminded people creates the danger of valorizing ethnic and other forms of
group consciousness at the expense ofmore universalist values. Students would
benefit by a grounding in the Enlightenment tradition—and in its foundation in
the Greco-Roman tradition, the Western religious tradition, and the Renaissance
and Reformation. rJ ■
The Enlightenment has served 'as a tool unique in the world in balancing
group-think and reason, in balancing religion and reason, and in encouraging
a flowering of movements of the verymarginalized for whom Ms. Lin and the
MRCSC are fighting.
—Daniel Burnstein, Professor Emeritus ofHistory (Seattle University)
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‘ASKING FOR A
FRIEND’
by Carlos Rodriguez
Carlos is the better uncle you never had.
QOk,
ifyou ’re under the imperius curse, and they give
9
you veritaserum, and the one who is imperiusingyou
*
tells you to lie, are you able to lie or do u have to tell
the truth becauseyou tookveritaserum ???
A
Sounds like an intense science experiment I have
• a friend who would say to just ‘avada kedavra
5 that
• situation and not even figure that out Better hope
Hermione is there if you don’t want to pursue that route.
My name is Clare andpeople constantly spell it
Q
Claire. I usually don’t care, but recently when I
email people they always reply with “Hello Claire!”.
Outlook says my name on the email, so it’s not like
they had to guess. I don’t understand why they can’t
spell it right. They can copy andpaste from my
signature below if its that hard. The amount ofpeople
who do this is maddening! Is itworth it to correct
them? One guy emailed me FOUR times before he got
itright.
A
I would correct them. Even if it seems like you do it
• all the time they might get it eventually. If they don’t
• then you’ll at least know something they don’t know
which doesn’t do much for you but that’s still fun. Sorry Clare.
Q. Sooooo at what point does all the pressurefromq school turn me into a diamond??
m LOL! That point is coming soon. The school year
• is almost over and so much seems to be happening
m m• during this time. If you can do anything to relieve
yourself from all the pressure I would try that— ifnot, I could
always use a diamond...
QI
haven’t turned in two ofmy late assignments that
9
were due weeks ago. They are finished and all but I’m
9
too embarrassed to turn them in. What do I do?.
A
Get those turned in! You could be losing more and
• more points the later you turn that in, if they’ll even
•
accept it at all. Email yourprofessor and find out but
if it’s already done I don’t know why you wouldn’t want to
submit them.
To submit a question, visit su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com
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SUMMER JOBS
Be an ActivistL
Work with Grassroots Campaigns to
•ProtectCivilLiberties
•End Discrimination
•FightforProgressive Change
Earn $13-$ 17/hr, Full-Time/Career
CALL NOW! (206) 329-4416
